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Figure 1: Our setup: Maki and the participant

ABSTRACT
The unique social presence of robots can be leveraged in learning
situations to increase comfortability of kids, while still providing in-
structional guidance. Furthermore, motivating nature of robot tutor
can create positive and supportive environment whereas responsive
nature can bring out the element of trust. In this pilot study, we
examine how coaching level i.e. varying motivating and respon-
sive nature, of robot affects comfortability, satisfaction and trust
in a one-on-one tutoring setting. Our results show that motivating
and responsive nature of robot creates amicable environment that
encourages kids to seek help through questions. Robot’s presence
and responsiveness gives sense of support to the child. Our pilot in-
dicates that the robot tutor in responsive and motivation condition
is preferred over rest coaching levels.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The argument has frequently been made that one way to achieve
the effectiveness of human tutoring in educational contexts is by
using intelligent tutoring systems, embodied agents and robots
[1]. A recent survey of long-term human-robot interaction (HRI)
highlighted the increasing popularity of using social robots in edu-
cational environments [2]. Studies recording attitude of children
towards robot show positive outcomes [3]. Although, there are a
lot of unexplored topics in this field.
Kids learn better when they ask more questions to get appropriate
help. Asking more questions show comfortability, openness and
lack of fear and shyness in kids from their tutors. [4] studies how
human and robot social role affects help-seeking(questions etc.)
behaviors and learning outcomes in a one-on-one tutoring setting
and shows "human teacher" condition result in significantly less
learning (and marginally less help-seeking) than the "human assis-
tant" and both robot conditions. This is possibly due to evaluation
apprehension anxiety (the fear of being judged). Positive environ-
ment can help reduce shyness and this fear. Also, element of trust
on tutor comes into play as well. Can a robot motivate kids to ask
questions by creating a positive and supportive environment while
acting as a tutor in one-to-one session? And can it maintain kids’
trust by answering the questions in an appropriate way?
There are many ways to motivate kids towards completing a task
and seeking help by asking questions along the way. However, in
this pilot, we want to study if the good old school motivational
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sentences e.g. "I believe in you.", "You can do it!", "You’ve got this"
etc. has an impact. We also want to evaluate if targeted answers
rather than some repeated hint statement would create more trust
in robot’s ability of helping through the task. Lastly, we want to
know if motivating to create a supportive environment and then
being responsive to create and maintain trust would would overall
result in higher satisfaction of students.
Keeping all these questions in mind, we define the paradigm of
our pilot study as "coaching". Our coaching paradigm consists of
two main contributors: responsiveness and motivation. Respon-
siveness is referred to answering a question aptly and specifically.
Motivation entitles the traditional phrases for encouragement to
keep working towards a solution. So, our investigation boils down
to these questions:

(1) Do students trust a robot tutor to coach them towards the
solution?

(2) Does the level of coaching affect the number of questions
asked?

We contextualized our investigation into a one-on-one tutoring
session. The set up is shown in figure 1. We collected data from
our participant to evaluate the effectiveness of the design proposed.
Analysis of data has resulted in useful design implications for our
detailed study. In the next section, we review prior work in field
of social robotics for education. We give background to our study.
This review is followed by a description of our system and how the
pilot study is designed along with evaluation. We then discuss our
findings and their implications for future work, concluding with a
summary of our contributions.

2 BACKGROUND
A main focus of our study is to create trust between the student
and the robot tutor. One way we measure this is through the stu-
dent’s willingness to ask questions. Prior work has investigated the
impact social robot interaction stimulates the curiosity of students
in science [5]. Furthermore, several studies have investigated how
typical social factors affect a student’s help-seeking actions [6]. Or
goal is for a robot tutor to help the student overcome these social
insecurities and create a setting where they are able to ask ques-
tions freely and make mistakes.
Similarly, learning companions [7], which offer motivational sup-
port but otherwise are not tutoring, are also successful cases of a
peer-like robot. A study [8] examined the robot-tutor from a more
social, peer-tutoring perspective and found that young students
who interacted more with an English tutor robot during the second
week of deployment achieved greater English skills. Beyond the
general positive effect of interaction with social robots on learning
in this study, the authors also found that having something in com-
mon with the robot helped to increase the chances of interaction.
They point to increased student engagement with the robot as the
reason for the success over traditional learning methods. For our
work, our goal is to take this conclusion and design our robot’s
character in such a way that increases student engagement and
excitement towards learning - thus increasing comfort and trust in
the pedagogical setting. Research community has been exploring
various help strategies and their effect as well. Study [9] shows a
robot tutor that decides upon the optimal tutoring help action to

give a student, while maintaining a belief of the student’s mastery
of the material and engagement with the task works better than
randomizing help actions.
Recent works by Zhao, Cassell, and et. al [10] are related evidence
that research studying the social actions of virtual agents in a ped-
agogical setting is underway. Their work focuses on the overall
rapport of the tutor using a virtual agent while we aim to focus our
study on the motivational and responsiveness or "coaching level"
aspects of our physical robot tutor.
Thus, continuing this exploration, we intend to identify if varying
coaching level has significantly different effects on perception of
robot tutor. We vary motivation and responding level of a robot
tutor to see its effect on emotional and behavioral state of kids.
We conducted pilot to evaluate usefulness of such a paradigm first
before jumping into detailed study.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN
Programming Maki involved a combination of two core technical
developments: text-to-speech processing and physical robot human-
like movements. In this section, we will walk you through how we
designed our robot tutor’s capabilities and subsequently, how we
built such capabilities into a full system. Our full system is composed
of several scripts that allow us to run commands to Maki on both
automated and real-time bases depending on the condition.

3.1 Tutor Character Design
We were motivated to create a tutor character for Maki that was
friendly and approachable to complement well its our motivational
and responsive tasks.

3.1.1 Script Design. Maki’s speech functionality required a pre-
written script which was made up of the following components:

(1) An intro statement
(2) An end statement
(3) 4 teaching statements
(4) 20 motivation statements
(5) 2 standard hint statements
(6) 15 thinking statements

Each teaching statement was crafted as an explanation Maki would
give to the participant at the start of each condition, iterating what
they needed to accomplish in order to complete the task. Each was
particular to the condition. The motivation statements

3.1.2 Movement Design. We chose two basic movements for Maki
to perform throughout the tutoring session: blinking and nodding.
Out of Maki’s core movement abilities, we chose these two because
they were the clearest to interpret when interacting with it. We
incorporated blinking and nodding in-between Maki’s speech pat-
terns within each condition. We placed these movements in places
that were most human-like. For example, blinking and nodding
during Maki’s intro statement brought immediate attention to the
Maki and how the student could interact with Maki.

3.2 Text-to-Speech
3.2.1 Pre-converted. We modeled our own text-to-speech conver-
sion strategy after an existing IBM Watson connection script. With
IBM Watson’s text-to-speech converter, we were able to send all of
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our pre-written script messages through and generated audio files
for Maki’s speech patterns. We incorporated those audio files into
our automated scripts for each condition.

3.2.2 Real-time. Two of our experimental conditions required real-
time responsiveness from Maki. This meant taking our text-to-
speech conversion strategy and turning it into a real-time processor
within our condition scripts. Using ROS publishers and subscribers,
we were able to set up a listener for real-time text-to-speech con-
version.

3.3 Blinking and Nodding
Maki’s blinking and nodding capabilities are integrated into our
condition scripts using rospy, a python library for ROS. Through
trial and error, we determined optimal head and eyelid angle place-
ments that created believable and noticeable nodding and blinking
movements for Maki. Unlike the text-to-speech module, Maki’s
movement was solely pre-programmed and did not require real-
time interference.

4 EVALUATION
4.1 Hypothesis
We designed our experiment to test the following three hypotheses:

• Hm : Participants will ask more questions when they are
motivated

• Hr : Participants trust the robot’s coaching as a tutor when
it is responsive

• Hmr : Participants were most satisfied when the robot was
responsive and motivating

4.2 Experimental Design
4.2.1 Conditions. We developed four experimental conditions to
represent the corners of our coaching paradigm based onmotivation
and responsiveness of the robot. This led us to develop four different
coaching levels for the experiment broken down in Table 1.

Not Responsive Responsive
Not Motivating XMXR (1) XMR (3)
Motivating MXR (2) MR (4)

Table 1: Conditions 2x2

• For Condition 1 (XMXR), we used a fully-automated module
in our system with a pre-programmed statement for Maki
to speak in response to any student questions.

• For Condition 2 (MXR), we used a fully-automated module in
our system, also with a pre-programmed statement. At regu-
lar intervals, in this condition, Maki motivates the student
using a randomly selected motivating statement.

• For Condition 3 (XMR), we used an interference-heavy mod-
ule in our system to actively respond to any question the
student posed,Wizard-of-Oz style, using our real-time pro-
tocol.

• For Condition 4 (MR), we used an interference-heavy and par-
tially automated module in our system to simulate both mo-
tivation and responsive capabilities from Maki. Maki would

motivate the student at pre-programmed intervals.Wewould
interfere with the system to give real-time answers to the
student’s questions.

4.2.2 Learning Task. For each condition of the experimental ses-
sion, our participant performed a two-part task which included
both a spatial reasoning and geometric level math problem. For
each condition, we provided the participant with a ’workbook’ page
to simulate classwork completion materials that are similar to those
the participant encounters in the classroom. The participant was
also given puzzle blocks which Maki refered to as shapes through-
out the session.
Spatial Reasoning Component: Assemble a tangram puzzle from
the workbook page using the shapes given.
Math Component:

(1) Calculate the perimeter of each smaller shape
(2) Calculate the perimeter of the entire tangram shape
(3) Calculate the height and width of the tangram shape
(4) Calculate the area of the box the tangram puzzle can fit in

4.3 Procedure
4.3.1 Set-up. As seen in Figure 1, the setting of session consisted
of Maki the Robot, a set of tangram puzzle shapes, a workbook key,
a workbook work-page, and a mat for the participant to sit on.

4.3.2 Process. Each condition followed a similar process, only
changing in the participant’s task and Maki’s speech and motion
patterns depending on the condition. The participant was first
walked into the session space by a researcher and guided to sit on
the mat with Maki. We followed a Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) protocol
where a second researcher sat at a desktop computer distant from
Maki, controlling our system and interfering with Maki’s actions
when necessary. At the start of each condition, theWoZ researcher
would run the appropriate module in our system. Each module
followed a basic procedure of Maki greeting the student, explain-
ing the task of the run, motivating/responding/blinking/nodding
depending on the condition, and and a goodbye statement to end
the run. At the end of the condition, a relative of the participant
assisted the participant in completing the post-condition question-
naire. The first researcher then returned to the space and conducted
a post-condition interview with the participant. Between each run,
we also allowed the participant 5-10 minute breaks from the ex-
periment. View a demo of our recorded pilot study here: https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2Uz003qWSY&feature=youtu.be.

4.4 Measurements
We collected data through three main sources: post-condition ques-
tionnaires, post-condition interviews, and video analysis.

4.4.1 Questionnaires and Interviews. Through our post-condition
questionnaires and interviews, we were focused on collecting the
participant’s opinion on Maki’s teacher-likeness, intelligence, trust-
worthiness, helpfulness, responsiveness, and motivation levels.
The questionnaire remained constant throughout the session and
was administered the same way after each condition. There were
25 total questions on the questionnaire, each posed using a 7-point
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Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. Some
of the statements on the questionnaire included: I would trust Maki
the robot to teach me something new, Maki the Robot helped me finish
the task, Maki answered my questions satisfactorily, and I thought of
Maki as my teacher.
Our interviews were guided by 10 key questions. Some of these
included:Would you want to take a class with Maki again?, Is there
anything you think Maki could do better?, andWhat did you think of
Maki the robot?

4.4.2 Video Analysis. We filmed the participant in each condition
and were able to perform a video analysis using standard video
coding techniques. We had 31 mins and 32 secs of video data and
created 22 codes to mark throughout the four conditions. These
codes included a distinction between the participant’s actions -
asking a question, working on the task - and the robot’s actions -
introducing itself, responding to a question - which helped us inter-
pret the participant’s impression of Maki through cues such as eye
contact with Maki.
We had two video coders and analyzed their intercoder reliability
using 20% of the data, which was coded by both of them. We had a
78% intercoder reliability where most of the differences landed in a
gray area of determining whether the participant was thinking or
working.

4.5 Participant
Our participant was an elementary-aged female student. She is
currently in third grade. Her past experience with technology in
the classroom is limited to using tablet computers. She had never
interacted with a robot such as Maki.

4.6 Results
The coded video data, questionnaires and interviews conducted
after each run are analyzed objectively and subjectively. This section
presents the results obtained.

Condition: 1 2 3 4
Total run time 06:37 mins 12:04 mins 06:16 mins 6:35 mins
Eye-contact 1 : 33 secs 3 : 47 secs 5 : 31 secs 3 :14 secs
Thinking time 2: 76 secs 12 : 142 secs 4 : 71 secs 4 :116
Working time 3 : 280 secs 11 : 499 secs 5 : 183 secs 4 l: 192 secs
Said: I am done Yes No Yes Yes
Robot blinks 1 6 0 0
Robot nodes 0 3 0 0
Robot motivates 0 4 0 8
No. of questions 0 1 2 1

Answered after N.A 9 secs 1st: 7 secs
2nd: 42 secs 52 secs

Total Q/A time N.A 20 secs 13 + 49 =
62 secs 60 secs

Table 2: Objective Measures

4.6.1 Objective Measures. Table 2 summarizes the information
gathered from coded videos for all 4 conditions. We noted the total
time for each condition. We measured the number of times the
participant makes eye-contact with Maki and total duration of the
of all eye-contacts and recorded it in table 2. e.g. for condition 1, the

participant only maintained eye contact once for 33 secs whereas in
condition 2, eye-contact was maintained 3 times totalling to 47 secs.
Eye contact reduced drastically in condition 4 (last run) because of
tiredness. The participant made eye contact during introduction,
question and answer and ending. The eye contact is maintained for
longest time during intro of Maki and intro of task. Towards the
end of intro, the participant shifted attention towards the problem
sheet. No eye contact is observed during motivation phrases used
by Maki.
"Thinking time" defined as the time during which the participant
was wondering or thinking about the task and the "working time"
defined as the time during which the participant was actively work-
ing on the problem are also recorded in the table. e.g. for condition 3
the participant thought about the task 4 times totalling the thinking
time to 71 secs and she worked actively on the problem 5 times for
total of 183 secs. This implies that she toggled between thinking
and working about 8 (4+5-1) times. Figure 2 shows graphically how
eye-contact, thinking time and working time vary in various runs.
The participant toggled between actively working and thinking
throughout the task. It happened most, 22 (12+11-1) times, in con-
dition 2 that was the first and longest run because the participant
was confused about the numbers which she cleared later on. In
the condition 1 (run 2) it happened only 4(3+2-1) times. In 3 and
4 conditions it happened 8(4+5-1) and 7(4+4-1) times respectively.
The total work and thinking times are consistent with total time
of run. First run (condition 2) took most time and the participant
could not finish the task. In all the remaining task she said she has
finished the task at about 6 minutes.
One of the main measures is "Questions": The number of questions
asked are recorded in table 2. Due to some bugs in our system
during the session, there were unnecessary delays when we used
Wizard-of-Oz to answer the questions but this revealed important
information. The participant waited for response fromMaki. Maki’s
saying wait statements e.g. "Hmm. Let me think about it", might
have prompted the student to wait. The figure 3 shows how long it
took for the participant to complete her question and how long was
the weight before Maki’s response e.t.c. In this graphs "Question 1",
... "Question 4" refers to the questions asked in order i.e. "Question
1" for question in condition 2, "Question 2" for first question in
condition 3 and so on. There were no questions asked in condition
1. The participant pointed out that she found that task relatively
easier. Another important finding is that she asked same question
twice. Question 3 and 4 were both about defining the perimeter.
While asking question 4 she said: "Maki can you repeat..." which
shows that she was comfortable in repeating the same question.
This can be hard for students in presence of teacher figures. This
shows higher compatibility in asking questions. Most questions
were asked in condition 3. There were not any blinks and nodes in
condition 3 and 4 because of system error on spot. That revealed
interesting information that participant did not react or care for
nodes and blinks.

4.6.2 Subjective Measures. Subjective analysis is mainly based on
interview questions and questionnaire answered by the participant
at end of each run which lead to important findings that can be
useful in formal design of large scale study. Some of the findings
are presented here.
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(a) Total duration

(b) Frequency of occurrence

Figure 2: Graphs showing trends of eye-contact, thinking
and working time over all 4 conditions

Figure 3: Question Answer time graph for various condi-
tions

The participant found Maki to be friendly and yet assigned role of
teacher to him. She was happy with the robot’s appearance and
did not show any negative feelings towards it. She also indicated
that he seems like a math genius and trustworthy. The participant
was reluctant in asking questions during first 2 runs and resorted
to asking question from experimenter (her cousin) who told her to
consider Maki as her teacher and ask him whatever she is unclear

about which made her ask a question in run 3 and she asked another
question in same run. The reason for asking another question is as
she said:

Like he told me right so I asked another question to
see if it helps me more and it did help me more.

When she was asked to compare the answers of condition 2 and 3
(responsive vs non-responsive) she said she liked the answers in
condition 3 more because they were right. There were noticeable
delays in answering two of the questions (figure 3) because of
system issues but that led to important revelation. We asked her at
the end of session if she noticed the long delay and was bugged by
it, to which she said:

No I just noticed it, didn’t mind it
The participant liked the motivation sentences as per he interview.
For condition 2 (run 1) when we asked what did she think of Maki.
she said:

He is a nice robot and he ,like, encourages me
Also for the condition 3 (non-motivating), we asked if the robot
encouraged you, she said:

Yeah he helped me by answering my question
After all 4 runs when we asked if she would like Maki better if he
said motivating statements. We asked: Did you like the one where
he motivated you more? She said:

Yes, a little bit more
We also captured her perception of the robot through the interview
questions. In her interview, after first run (condition 2) she said that
she enjoyed the session and:

It didn’t really help me but I felt like it’s very intelligent.
and she indicated that if she had any questions she would be com-
fortable asking. She found next conditions better. We think it is
because first task was challenging for her because of no prior expe-
rience with huge numbers and tangram puzzles. She thought that
even though Maki was not encouraging her in condition 1 (Maki
only did intro and ending since no questions were asked), she still
felt encouraged:

I didn’t encourage but he was ,like, there if I needed help
On which we further asked: What makes you think and so sure
that he would help you? She said:
I feel like he would help me because I am kinda ,like, his student...

maybe ,like, in school
She thought of him as a teacher whom she could ask questions
from.On asking which session she liked best, she said she could
not decide between condition 3 an 4. On asking if she liked the
motivation one better, she said just a little bit better. So, we would
say verbally motivating is one thing, the participant is encouraged
by the correct responses of Maki as well as by his mere presence.
However, the verbal reassurance definitely has more impact.
She had a suggestion for Maki that he should interrupt 2 3 times to
help her. Finally, we asked her if she would trust Maki in teaching
her something new and difficult to which she said yes. She said she
learnt something from Maki by asking questions and somethings
herself by practice and she would like to take a class again with
Maki.
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5 DISCUSSION
We identified various coaching levels of a robot tutor by varying
motivation and responsiveness and implemented to develop four
conditions with an intent to identify whether the level of coaching
has any affect on how a child perceives the the robot tutor. We
implemented a robot system that executed all four conditions us-
ing mix of automation and interjection using Wizard-of-Oz. We
conducted a pilot study to gauge comfort, trust and satisfaction
of a school going child. Our pilot study verified to some extent
that the hypotheses considered have a potential to be explored. It
also reveled some design flaws that can be improved to get a better
design for future study. Here, we discuss implications of our results
and limitations of our pilot study.

5.1 Design Implications
Our pilot study shows that the participant is comfortable in asking
questions and even repeating same question. The participant thinks
of robot as a teacher but friendly enough to be able to ask questions
from it after initial familiarity period. Difficulty level of task also
impacted the number of question asked. The friendly nature of
robot does not impact the perception of robot’s intelligence. The
participant liked the motivating and responsive version of Maki
the best. Just responsive version is almost equally liked. She trusted
the robot to answer her question even though there were delays in
answering half of the questions. Not only the motivating phrases
(e.g. You can do it, I believe in you e.t.c.), but the help offered by
robot in form of answers to questions as well as its mere presence
encouraged the participant to finish her task. Although, no active
response is observed when the robot says motivational phrases but
it does create a positive work environment for the participant. The
task was found to be engaging in itself but the robot still managed
to catch its fair share of attention during the task. Hence, we think
it would be an interesting to design a user study around various
coaching levels to generalize such insights about perception of
robot tutor.

5.2 Limitation
From this pilot study it can be deduced that the design proposed has
a potential to add to existing knowledge of how children perceive a
robot tutor. Although, few changes are suggested in the proposed
design. This pilot shed some light on some issues in system de-
sign as well as proposed study design that need to be addressed
before materializing and launching a formal study. Some of these
limitations and suggestions are presented here.// Firstly, it would
be interesting to filter out affect of "fascination by the robot" to
better estimate if the feelings of children are actually because of
the underlying characteristics of tutor. The participant had no prior
experience with robots, so she was smitten by Maki. So, it is prob-
able that she exaggerated all the good things about the robot and
neglected the bad ones. This effect can be reduced by introducing
control group carefully or by designing a long term study to see
how the initial perception of robot transforms over time.
The task should be designed carefully so that it is doable and the
kids have to ask questions in the beginning to get the idea how
Maki would respond to them and then choose to ask questions
or not. This way we can ensure that there is need of asking the

questions and see if children are comfortable asking those required
questions or not, or if they ask additional questions to seek help.
Thus, designing the task would require more thought and input
from participants’ teacher.
The bugs need to be removed for smooth operation of the robot. The
problem of long delays is caused by Wizard-of-Oz. Using intelligent
methods to answer the questions in responsive condition, reducing
the Wizard-of-Oz interjections as much as possible, would help
avoid unnecessary delays while answering questions. Also, more
human like movements should be integrated into the robot. The
appearance of the robot can be looked into as well.
The study design must be between to avoid transfer learning effects
and exhaustion. The participant in our pilot study was very tired by
the end of 3rd run. A more subjective and effective way to collect
post-run questionnaire and interview from school going students
must be looked into. All or at least most biases should be avoided
while recording their responses which can be challenging. Other
variants in the study need to be controlled as much as possible.

6 CONCLUSION
In one to one tutoring settings, being able to ask questions, getting
appropriate answers to the asked questions and being encouraged
by the tutor is expected to associate increased trust and comfort
with tutor by student. When the tutor is a robot, it becomes chal-
lenging to incorporate these aspects. Thus, before moving ahead, it
is important to validate if incorporating these characteristic would
be fruitful enough if at all. This pilot study contributes to that goal.
This pilot is conducted to get a solid ground to launch a good study
to measure perceived trust and comfort. Our study implies that re-
sponsive and motivating tutor is preferred. Motivating the child to
work through a problem reflects positively on robot tutor. Robot’s
presence and responsiveness gives sense of support to the child.
Our study suggest that the child thinks of robot as a teacher but
friendly enough to be able to ask questions from it, after initial
familiarity period.
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